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An “intriguing, insightful” look at how algorithms and robots could lead to social unrest—and how to avoid it (The Economist, Books of the
Year). After decades of effort, researchers are finally cracking the code on artificial intelligence. Society stands on the cusp of unprecedented
change, driven by advances in robotics, machine learning, and perception powering systems that rival or exceed human capabilities.
Driverless cars, robotic helpers, and intelligent agents that promote our interests have the potential to usher in a new age of affluence and
leisure—but as AI expert and Silicon Valley entrepreneur Jerry Kaplan warns, the transition may be protracted and brutal unless we address
the two great scourges of the modern developed world: volatile labor markets and income inequality. In Humans Need Not Apply, he
proposes innovative, free-market adjustments to our economic system and social policies to avoid an extended period of social turmoil. His
timely and accessible analysis of the promises and perils of AI is a must-read for business leaders and policy makers on both sides of the
aisle. “A reminder that AI systems don’t need red laser eyes to be dangerous.”—Times Higher Education Supplement “Kaplan…sidesteps the
usual arguments of techno-optimism and dystopia, preferring to go for pragmatic solutions to a shrinking pool of jobs.”—Financial Times
Annotation Thousands of organizations are virtualizing large-scale Oracle database systems. But, until now, reliable best practices have been
hard to find, and database and virtualization professionals have often brought differing and incompatible perspectives to the challenge. Now,
there's a comprehensive best practice guide reflecting deep understanding of both Oracle and vSphere, and supported by extensive in-thefield experience with the full spectrum of applications and environments.
The Complete, Hands-On Guide to Installing and Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 Administering VMware Site Recovery
Manager 5.0 is the complete, technical, hands-on guide to VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 5.0 installation and configuration for
experienced VMware professionals. VMware forum moderator and vExpert Mike Laverick fully explains SRM 5.0’s failover/failback
procedures, walks readers through configuring storage replication with hardware from several leading suppliers, and shows how to efficiently
implement fast, automated, centralized disaster recovery. Drawing on his extensive experience with SRM and vSphere, Laverick identifies
common pitfalls and errors, explains why they occur, and shows exactly how to fix them. Fully up to date for SRM 5.0, this book delivers “inthe-trenches” technical knowledge you won’t find anywhere else, including expert guidance for utilizing SRM 5.0’s advanced new vSphere
Replication (VR). Coverage includes Going “under the hood” with SRM 5.0 to thoroughly understand its operation Configuring SRM 5.0 with
Dell EqualLogic Replication, EMC Celerra Replicator, EMC CLARiiON MirrorView, HP StorageWorks P4000 Virtual SAN Appliance with
Remote Copy, and NetApp SnapMirror Configuring multiple LUN/volumes with virtual machines and virtual disks Installing VMware SRM and
configuring vSphere Replication (VR) Using VR to replicate VMs across locations without third-party storage array-based replication Using
VR to replicate a single VM or groups of VMs to the Recovery Site Efficiently configuring protected and recovery sites Using Reprotect Mode
to accelerate failback and enhance VM portability Using dependencies and priority orders to configure SRM based on your existing
categories of applications and services Leveraging SRM 5.0’s scalability improvements to serve large-scale and/or cloud environments
Defining custom recovery plans Working with alarms, export histories, and access control Implementing bidirectional relationships and shared
site configurations Scripting automated site recovery Upgrading from SRM 4.1 to SRM 5.0
Systems for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) are currently separate. The potential of the
latest technologies and changes in operational and analytical applications over the last decade have given rise to the unification of these
systems, which can be of benefit for both workloads. Research and industry have reacted and prototypes of hybrid database systems are
now appearing. Benchmarks are the standard method for evaluating, comparing and supporting the development of new database systems.
Because of the separation of OLTP and OLAP systems, existing benchmarks are only focused on one or the other. With the rise of hybrid
database systems, benchmarks to assess these systems will be needed as well. Based on the examination of existing benchmarks, a new
benchmark for hybrid database systems is introduced in this book. It is furthermore used to determine the effect of adding OLAP to an OLTP
workload and is applied to analyze the impact of typically used optimizations in the historically separate OLTP and OLAP domains in mixedworkload scenarios.
This tutorial on COBOL includes question and answer sections, short examples and more.
Master your virtual environment with the ultimate vSphere guide Mastering VMware vSphere 6 is the fully updated edition of the bestselling
guide to VMware's virtualization solution. With comprehensive coverage of this industry-leading toolset, this book acts as an informative guide
and valuable reference. Step-by-step instruction walks you through installation, configuration, operation, security processes, and much more
as you conquer the management and automation of your virtual environment. Written by certified VMware vExperts, this indispensable guide
provides hands-on instruction and detailed conceptual explanations, anchored by practical applications and real-world examples. This book is
the ultimate guide to vSphere, helping administrators master their virtual environment. Learn to: Install, configure, and manage the vCenter
Server components Leverage the Support Tools to provide maintenance and updates Create and configure virtual networks, storage devices,
and virtual machines Implement the latest features to ensure compatibility and flexibility Manage resource allocation and utilization to meet
application needs Monitor infrastructure performance and availability Automate and orchestrate routine administrative tasks Mastering
VMware vSphere 6 is what you need to stay up-to-date on VMware's industry-leading software for the virtualized datacenter.

The book provides a basic introduction on innovation technology in research and industry, mainly chemical/ technical industry and
therefore bridges the gap between academic and corporate markets. The different innovation stages are discussed and tools
presented how to successfully apply this knowledge within a research organization.
Communication technologies change the way we live our lives-the ways we communicate and share information, the news, and
our entertainment. The new millennium promises to bring some of the most volatile activity in the history of communications, as we
continue to be bombarded by new standards and technologies. The near frenzy of corporate mergers and acquisitions accelerates
technological development and can provide hints of what is to come. With the rapid appearance of new protocols, standards, and
tools, it becomes increasingly difficult -and increasingly important-for communications professionals to remain up-to-date on new
and emerging technologies. The Handbook of Emerging Communications Technologies: The Next Decade fills this gap. Until now,
information on many of its topics, such as Multiprotocol over ATM, IP Multicasting, and RSVP, existed only as fragmented articles
on the Internet or as complex feature specifications. In this landmark volume, 18 leading authorities each tackle one of the cutting
edge technologies destined to shape the future. Each chapter Describes a technology and any standards on which it is based
Discusses its impact on the communications field Forecasts its future direction Developed primarily for telecommunications
specialists network managers, developers, and analysts, the Handbook of Emerging Communications Technologies: The Next
Decade, offers the opportunity to acquire a deeper understanding of future technologies necessary to remaining current, and
serves as a valuable reference guide for corporate executives, planners, and information managers-anyone seeking general
knowledge about where the communications industry is heading.
Sue Polanka brings together a variety of professionals to share their expertise about e-books with librarians and publishers.
Providing forward-thinking ideas while remaining grounded in practical information that can be implemented in all kinds of libraries,
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the topics explored include an introduction to e-books and their different types, an overview of their history and development, ebook technology, why e-books are good for learning, and how librarians can market them to a wide range of users.--[backcover]
- This is the latest practice test to pass the E20-575 EMC RecoverPoint Specialist for Storage Administrators Exam. - It contains
66 Questions and Answers. - All the questions are 100% valid and stable. - You can reply on this practice test to pass the exam
with a good mark and in the first attempt.
Over 40 practical recipes to get your hands dirty with the powerful Cisco UCS and overcome various challenges About This Book
Master the skills of minimizing cost, enabling your business to work faster by reducing cycle times for reporting and improving
overall revenue Work through hands-on recipes for efficient deployment approaches, see computing techniques, and explore new
operational models with UCS Render a better work-flow management, ensure effective monitoring, and learn new deployment
paradigms for the operational infrastructure with the help of this book Who This Book Is For This book is for competent
system/network or storage administrators who are working with Cisco UCS, but now want to learn new ways to compute UCS.
What You Will Learn Familiarize yourself with information on the latest information on memory management practices,
virtualization architectures, and the specific technical advantages of UCS Get a concrete understanding of integrating processes
and techniques to ensure effective convergence of LAN/SAN Get to know the best practices of Cisco UCS, EMC Storage, and
VMware vSphere Master migrating data from other band servers or Blade to Cisco UCS Comprehend how to replicate and back
up UCS to remote sites UCS Assimilate innovative techniques to deploy UCS to leverage its full potential Gather information on
installing and configuring automatic and manual Pinning Discover ways to integrate a system in Cisco UCS In Detail Cisco Unified
Computing System (UCS) is a data center server platform that is used for computing, deploying, and storing resources in data
center environments. This cookbook aims to teach you about various tasks you can implement to improve your existing method of
configuring and deploying UCS. You will start by learning how to upgrade your firmware on Brocade and Cisco Fibre Channel
Switch and will move on to enhance your knowledge of LAN connectivity. We will then discuss how to configure Windows 2008
and 2012 local boot in Cisco UCS. Next, you will learn how to install the operating system on Cisco UCS and use Cisco UCS
Power Calculator to calculate the UCS consumption. Finally, we'll take a look at backup solutions. By the end of the book, you will
know several ways to build and compute in data center environment using Cisco UCS. Style and approach This guide explains
every task in a conversational and easy-to-follow style. You can open this book up to the task you want to learn and will be able to
perform that task by the end of the recipe.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT
executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing
and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to
employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
This is the fundamental truth about data protection: backup is dead. Or rather, backup and recovery, as a standalone topic, no
longer has relevance in IT. As a standalone topic, it’s been killed off by seemingly exponential growth in storage and data, by the
cloud, and by virtualization. So what is data protection? This book takes a holistic, business-based approach to data protection. It
explains how data protection is a mix of proactive and reactive planning, technology and activities that allow for data continuity. It
shows how truly effective data protection comes from a holistic approach considering the entire data lifecycle and all required
SLAs. Data protection is neither RAID nor is it continuous availability, replication, snapshots or backups—it is all of them, combined
in a considered and measured approach to suit the criticality of the data and meet all the requirements of the business. The book
also discusses how businesses seeking to creatively leverage their IT investments and to drive through cost optimization are
increasingly looking at data protection as a mechanism to achieve those goals. In addition to being a type of insurance policy, data
protection is becoming an enabler for new processes around data movement and data processing. This book arms readers with
information critical for making decisions on how data can be protected against loss in the cloud, on-premises, or in a mix of the
two. It explains the changing face of recovery in a highly virtualized data center and techniques for dealing with big data.
Moreover, it presents a model for where data recovery processes can be integrated with IT governance and management in order
to achieve the right focus on recoverability across the business.
Photographic tour of best-loved world's fair: the 700-foot-tall Trylon, the 200-foot-wide Perisphere, GM's Futurama ride, 3-D
movies, Elektro the 7-foot-tall robot, artwork by Dali and Calder, much more. 155 photographs, map.
Physicist Philip Quine is plunged into a realm where greed and personal gain reign supreme over science when he unexpectedly
becomes involved with Superbright, a project conceived to protect the world from nuclear weapons.
Library work is really all about people. And the inclusive, welcoming nature of the library means that all kinds of people pass
through its doors. Not all difficult patrons are dangerous, but some frighten staff and other library users, which can lead to
situations that are distracting, troubling, and fraught with liability. For more than a decade, Albrecht, a 15-year police veteran, has
presented workshops for libraries on dealing with challenging patrons. His no-nonsense advice will empower library staff in their
personal security and give them the tools to confidently communicate with their colleagues, patrons, and members of law
enforcement regarding inappropriate behavior. In this book he addresses security issues important to all libraries, including
Specific guidance for common situations, such as unruly teens, unwanted sexual advances, chronically homeless substance
abusers, and moreThe elements of an effective Code of Conduct and how to enforce itTips on how to manage internet usage to
minimize potential problemsHow to align with patrons and use language that defuses the conflictForming partnerships with service
organizations, homeless shelters, mental health advocacy groups, and other community resourcesHow to know when it’s time to
call the police, plus ideas for increasing law enforcement supportWays to make the library more secure through changes to
facilitiesThrough the methods outlined in this book, Albrecht demonstrates that effective communication not only makes library
users feel more comfortable but also increases staff morale, ensuring the library is place where everyone feels welcome.
For 20 years this book has been in the forefront as the prime source of information on succeeding in the magazine business.
Leonard Mogel shares his expertise gained from more than 35 years of magazine experience in this thoroughly revised and
updated, full-color edition. It is an excellent primer for starting a magazine, and also provides the facts, figures, and concepts
needed to enter and become successfully employed in the magazine business. Features include: *fundamentals of how to prepare
a dummy issue and write a business plan; *descriptions of job opportunities in the various phases of magazine publication; and
*candid interviews with industry leaders, as well as case histories of failures and successes.
Driving is a fact of life. We are all spending more and more time on the road, and traffic is an issue we face everyday. This book
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will make you think about it in a whole new light. We have always had a passion for cars and driving. Now Traffic offers us an
exceptionally rich understanding of that passion. Vanderbilt explains why traffic jams form, outlines the unintended consequences
of our attempts to engineer safety and even identifies the most common mistakes drivers make in parking lots. Based on
exhaustive research and interviews with driving experts and traffic officials around the globe, Traffic gets under the hood of the
quotidian activity of driving to uncover the surprisingly complex web of physical, psychological and technical factors that explain
how traffic works.
The Complete, Hands-On Guide to Installing and Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager 5.0 Administering VMware Site Recovery
Manager 5.0 is the complete, technical, hands-on guide to VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 5.0 installation and configuration for
experienced VMware professionals. VMware forum moderator and vExpert Mike Laverick fully explains SRM 5.0's failover/failback
procedures, walks readers through configuring storage replication with hardware from several leading suppliers, and shows how to efficiently
implement fast, automated, centralized disaster recovery. Drawing on his extensive experience with SRM and vSphere, Laverick identifies
common pitfalls and errors, explains why they occur, and shows exactly how to fix them. Fully up to date for SRM 5.0, this book delivers "inthe-trenches" technical knowledge you won't find anywhere else, including expert guidance for utilizing SRM 5.0's advanced new vSphere
Replication (VR). Coverage includes Going "under the hood" with SRM 5.0 to thoroughly understand its operation Configuring SRM 5.0 with
Dell EqualLogic Replication, EMC Celerra Replicator, EMC CLARiiON MirrorView, HP StorageWorks P4000 Virtual SAN Appliance with
Remote Copy, and NetApp SnapMirror Configuring multiple LUN/volumes with virtual machines and virtual disks Installing VMware SRM and
configuring vSphere Replication (VR) Using VR to replicate VMs across locations without third-party storage array-based replication Using
VR to replicate a single VM or groups of VMs to the Recovery Site Efficiently configuring protected and recovery sites Using Reprotect Mode
to accelerate failback and enhance VM portability Using dependencies and priority orders to configure SRM based on your existing
categories of applications and services Leveraging SRM 5.0's scalability improvements to serve large-scale and/or cloud environments
Defining custom recovery plans Working with alarms, export histories, and access control Implementing bidirectional relationships and shared
site configurations Scripting automated site recovery Upgrading from SRM 4.1 to SRM 5.0
Offers techniques, tips, and insights into squeezing maximum performance out of a virtualized database.
The new edition of a bestseller, now revised and update throughout! This new edition of the unparalleled bestseller serves as a full training
course all in one and as the world's largest data storage company, EMC is the ideal author for such a critical resource. They cover the
components of a storage system and the different storage system models while also offering essential new material that explores the
advances in existing technologies and the emergence of the "Cloud" as well as updates and vital information on new technologies. Features
a separate section on emerging area of cloud computing Covers new technologies such as: data de-duplication, unified storage, continuous
data protection technology, virtual provisioning, FCoE, flash drives, storage tiering, big data, and more Details storage models such as
Network Attached Storage (NAS), Storage Area Network (SAN), Object Based Storage along with virtualization at various infrastructure
components Explores Business Continuity and Security in physical and virtualized environment Includes an enhanced Appendix for additional
information This authoritative guide is essential for getting up to speed on the newest advances in information storage and management.
Providing readers with an authoritative account of what contributed to the "Great Telecom Crash," this insightful resource explores the roots
of the perfect storm that buffeted telecom and Internet companies and investors.
- This is the latest practice test to pass the EMC E20-393 Unity Solutions Specialist Exam for Implementation Engineers Exam. - It contains
100 Questions and Answers. - All the questions are 100% valid and stable. - You can reply on this practice test to pass the exam with a good
mark and in the first attempt.
The Fibre Channel Association is a group of companies involved in developing devices and technologies used with Fibre Channel, a very
high-speed bus technology capable of bi-directional data transfer at rates in excess of one gigabit per second. Describes how to use Fibre
Channel technology to connect between storage devices and network servers for maximum data transfer Authoring association is a group of
companies involved in developing devices and technologies used with Fibre Channel Discuses cutting edge technology capable of bidirectional data transfer at rates in excess of one gigabit per second
The superabundance of data that is created by today's businesses is making storage a strategic investment priority for companies of all sizes.
As storage takes precedence, the following major initiatives emerge: Flatten and converge your network: IBM® takes an open, standardsbased approach to implement the latest advances in the flat, converged data center network designs of today. IBM Storage solutions enable
clients to deploy a high-speed, low-latency Unified Fabric Architecture. Optimize and automate virtualization: Advanced virtualization
awareness reduces the cost and complexity of deploying physical and virtual data center infrastructure. Simplify management: IBM data
center networks are easy to deploy, maintain, scale, and virtualize, delivering the foundation of consolidated operations for dynamic
infrastructure management. Storage is no longer an afterthought. Too much is at stake. Companies are searching for more ways to efficiently
manage expanding volumes of data, and to make that data accessible throughout the enterprise. This demand is propelling the move of
storage into the network. Also, the increasing complexity of managing large numbers of storage devices and vast amounts of data is driving
greater business value into software and services. With current estimates of the amount of data to be managed and made available
increasing at 60% each year, this outlook is where a storage area network (SAN) enters the arena. SANs are the leading storage
infrastructure for the global economy of today. SANs offer simplified storage management, scalability, flexibility, and availability; and improved
data access, movement, and backup. Welcome to the cognitive era. The smarter data center with the improved economics of IT can be
achieved by connecting servers and storage with a high-speed and intelligent network fabric. A smarter data center that hosts IBM Storage
solutions can provide an environment that is smarter, faster, greener, open, and easy to manage. This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides
an introduction to SAN and Ethernet networking, and how these networks help to achieve a smarter data center. This book is intended for
people who are not very familiar with IT, or who are just starting out in the IT world.
turn up a Juniper Network Dynamic Subscriber Management solution that consists of the MX series router, optionally the Juniper Steel Belted
RADIUS (SBR) server, and optionally an external DHCP server.
This text draws on research to develop and integrate a framework to help students understand factors that surround a firm's performance and
the central role that business models play in the face of the Internet.
This book systematically examines and quantifies industrial problems by assessing the complexity and safety of large systems. It includes
chapters on system performance management, software reliability assessment, testing, quality management, analysis using soft computing
techniques, management analytics, and business analytics, with a clear focus on exploring real-world business issues. Through contributions
from researchers working in the area of performance, management, and business analytics, it explores the development of new methods and
approaches to improve business by gaining knowledge from bulk data. With system performance analytics, companies are now able to drive
performance and provide actionable insights for each level and for every role using key indicators, generate mobile-enabled scorecards, time
series-based analysis using charts, and dashboards. In the current dynamic environment, a viable tool known as multi-criteria decision
analysis (MCDA) is increasingly being adopted to deal with complex business decisions. MCDA is an important decision support tool for
analyzing goals and providing optimal solutions and alternatives. It comprises several distinct techniques, which are implemented by
specialized decision-making packages. This book addresses a number of important MCDA methods, such as DEMATEL, TOPSIS, AHP,
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MAUT, and Intuitionistic Fuzzy MCDM, which make it possible to derive maximum utility in the area of analytics. As such, it is a valuable
resource for researchers and academicians, as well as practitioners and business experts.
Advertised as the "Billion-Dollar Fair," the 1964-1965 New York World's Fair transformed a sleepy park in the borough of Queens into a
fantasy world enjoyed by more than 51 million visitors from around the world. While many countries and states exhibited at the fair, the most
memorable pavilions were built by the giants of American industry. Their exhibits took guests backward and forward in time, all the while
extolling how marvelous everyday life would be through the use of their products. Many of the techniques used in these shows set the
standard for future fairs and theme parks, and the pavilions that housed them remain the most elaborate structures ever built for an American
fair. The 1964-1965 New York World's Fair showcases the beauty of this international spectacular through rare color photographs, published
here for the first time.
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